





















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































  ۯ ൌ ܄۲ଵ/ଶ,  (2.2)
where ۲ ൌ diag൫݀ଵ, ݀ଶ, … , ݀௣൯  is a ݌ ൈ ݌ diagonal matrix with the ordered set of eigenvalues on the 
main diagonal, and ܄ ൌ ሾܞଵ ܞଶ ڮ ܞ௣ሿ is a ݌ ൈ ݌ augmented matrix composed of an ordered set 
of corresponding eigenvectors (Rummel, 1970).  Note that Equation 2.2 produces the complete 










  ̂ݖ௜ ൌ ܽ௜ଵݔଵ ൅ ܽ௜ଶݔଶ ൅ ڮ൅ ܽ௜௠ݔ௠ ሺ݅ ൌ 1, 2, … , ݌ሻ (2.3)
or, in matrix notation, 



























































































  ݖ௜ ൌ ܽ௜ଵݔଵ ൅ ܽ௜ଶݔଶ ൅ ڮ൅ ܽ௜௠ݔ௠ ൅ ݑ௜ݕ௜,  (2.8)
or, in matrix notation, 
  ܈ ൌ ܆ۯ௠ᇱ ൅ ܇܃  (2.9)
22 
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solution, ۰ ൌ ۱ and ۴ ൌ ۷.  Equation 2.10 can be modified to incorporate the pattern matrix B and 
the inter‐factor correlation matrix F: 























































































maintained as they will be extracted in order of decreasing magnitude (݀ଵ ൒ ݀ଶ ൒ ڮ ൒ ݀௣).  Now 








  ܤ௧ ൌ െ ቂ݊ െ 1 െ
ଵ
଺
ሺ2݌ ൅ 5ሻ െ ଶ
ଷ






݀௧ାଵ ൅ ݀௧ାଶ ൅ ڮ൅ ݀௣
݌ െ ݐ ൰
௣ି௧  (2.18)
(Bartlett, 1950, 1951).  This statistic is approximately distributed as a chi‐square random variable 








































































܀כ ൌ ܀ െ ۷ ൅ ۶ଶ, where R is the correlation matrix, I is an identity matrix, and ۶ଶ is the diagonal 
matrix of the true (yet unknown) communalities.  Thurstone postulated that in the population the 
reduced correlation matrix should be Gramian: ܀כ ൌ ۯ௠ۯ௠ᇱ .  That is, R* is the product of the 




without proof: Let G be a Gramian matrix, and let ܂ଵ be a diagonal matrix such that ۵ଵ ൌ ۵ െ ܂ଵ is 
also Gramian.  Now let ܂ଶ be a diagonal matrix such that every diagonal element of ܂ଶ is greater 





matrix R is a Gramian matrix.  Let ܃ଶ ൌ ۷ െ ۶ଶ be a diagonal matrix of unique variances such that 










܄ᇱ܀଴܄ ൌ ܄ᇱሺ܀ െ ۷ሻ܄ 
  ൌ ܄ᇱ܀܄ െ ܄Ԣ܄ 
  ൌ ۲ െ ۷ 
(2.19)






























































































































































of ݌ െ 5 values, each determined by the difference between the slope from points ݐ െ 2, ݐ െ 1, and t 











































































































































































intersects curve  Nܲ—that is, where  Tܲሺ݆ሻ ൌ Nܲሺ݆ሻ.  The second premise is that the upward biases 
added to both the target and null samples at any given point are equal—that is, ܵTሺ݆ሻ െ Tܲሺ݆ሻ ൌ



































































































(ݔଵ, ݔଶ, … , ݔ௧), denoted ݎ௜௜´·ଵଶ…௧ (݅, ݅´ ൌ 1, 2, … , ݌;  ݅ ് ݅´).  The tth‐order partial‐correlation matrix is 
given by 
  ܀ሺ௧ሻ ൌ ቀ܁ሺ௧ሻ
ିଵ/ଶቁ ሺ܀ െ ۯ௧ۯ௧ᇱ ሻ ቀ܁ሺ௧ሻ
ିଵ/ଶቁ,  (2.20)
where 












where the ݌ ൈ ݐ augmented matrix is composed of the ݐ ൈ ݐ identity matrix (۷௧) and the ሺ݌ െ ݐሻ ൈ ݐ 






















































































































































































PA‐C had the greatest value by a wide margin ( ෝ߱ଶ ൌ .456).  The next greatest omega‐squared value 
65 
was that of PA‐M ( ෝ߱ଶ ൌ .305), followed by KG ( ෝ߱ଶ ൌ .271).  Surprisingly, the MAP test had the 
poorest performance ( ෝ߱ଶ ൌ .258) of all the methods.  As previously noted, the actual‐number‐of‐
factors main effect would ideally have the most influence.  Although this was true for PA‐M and 
PA‐C, the greatest omega‐squared values for KG and MAP were both associated with the number of 
observed variables ( ෝ߱ଶ ൌ .380 and  ෝ߱ଶ ൌ .361, respectively).  The second largest values for the 
PA‐M and PA‐C techniques were also from the number‐of‐observed‐variables main effect.  The main 
effect of the level of communality was shown to have a moderate influence on PA‐M ( ෝ߱ଶ ൌ .128) 
















































































  ܀ሺ௧ሻ ൌ ቀ܁ሺ௧ሻ
ିଵ/ଶቁ ሺ܀ െ ۯ௧ۯ௧ᇱ ሻ ቀ܁ሺ௧ሻ
ିଵ/ଶቁ,  (2.26)
where 
  ܁ሺ௧ሻ ൌ diagሺ܀ െ ۯ௧ۯ௧ᇱ ሻ.  (2.27)

















ଶ ൯ െ ݌
trace൫܀ሺ௧ሻ
ଶ ൯ ൅ trace൫ۿሺ௧ሻ
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1  2  3  4  5  8  10 
3  ‐  ‐  9  12 15 24 30
5  ‐  10  15  20 25 40 50
8  8  16  24  32 40 64 80





















































































































3. Calculate the population unique loading matrix શ ൌ ሺ۷ െ diag ટટԢሻଵ/ଶ. 
4. Generate the factor‐score matrices ܆෩ ൌ ൣݔ෤௞௝൧ and ܇෩ ൌ ሾݕ෤௞௜ሿ where ݔ෤௞௝ and ݕ෤௞௜ are randomly 
selected from a standard normal distribution (zero mean, unit variance). 
5. Compute the raw‐data matrix ܈ ൌ ܆෩ۯᇱ ൅ ܇෩શ. 











































































Abbreviation  Family  Procedure Details Criterion
SKMO‐N50  Sequential Kaiser‐Meyer‐Olkin Tests Noniterated communalities  .50 cutoff
SKMO‐I50  Sequential Kaiser‐Meyer‐Olkin Tests Iterated communalities .50 cutoff
SKMO‐N60  Sequential Kaiser‐Meyer‐Olkin Tests Noniterated communalities  .60 cutoff
SKMO‐I60  Sequential Kaiser‐Meyer‐Olkin Tests Iterated communalities .60 cutoff
PVE  Classical Methods  Proportion of variance extracted  75% cutoff
BCS  Classical Methods  Bartlett chi‐square test α = .01
CNG  Classical Methods  Cattell‐Nelson‐Gorsuch scree test 
KG  Classical Methods  Kaiser‐Guttman test
PA‐RM  Parallel Analysis  Reduced correlation matrices  Mean eigenvalue
PA‐RP  Parallel Analysis  Reduced correlation matrices  95th percentile eigenvalue
PA‐UM  Parallel Analysis  Unreduced correlation matrices  Mean eigenvalue























SKMO‐N50  78%  ‐0.58  1.75
SKMO‐I50  71%  ‐0.47  1.99
SKMO‐N60  59%  ‐1.85  2.94
SKMO‐I60  57%  ‐1.96  3.00
PVE  0%  11.76  8.94
BCS  22%  5.57  8.47
CNG  10%  ‐1.42  3.05
KG  43%  3.55  5.60
PA‐RM  73%  0.47  1.15
PA‐RP  86%  0.04  0.83
PA‐UM  90%  ‐0.15  0.86
PA‐UP  89%  ‐0.30  1.17






































































1    2    3      4   
HR  M  SD    HR  M  SD    HR  M  SD    HR  M  SD 
SKMO‐N50  77%  0.28  0.56  92% 0.09 0.35 94% ‐0.04 0.31 89%  ‐0.16 0.53
SKMO‐I50  60%  0.67  0.93  74% 0.45 0.94 86% 0.13 0.70 80%  0.01 0.76
SKMO‐N60  100%  0.00  0.00  92% ‐0.08 0.29 68% ‐0.68 1.08 60%  ‐1.10 1.51
SKMO‐I60  100%  0.00  0.00  92% ‐0.09 0.30 67% ‐0.70 1.08 59%  ‐1.14 1.53
PVE  0%  4.45  0.98  0% 6.55 2.41 0% 7.65 4.19 0%  9.64 5.49
BCS  37%  2.70  2.52  34% 4.21 4.42 28% 4.52 5.77 24%  5.36 7.19
CNGa  49% 0.58 0.62 1%  0.26 1.08
KG  71%  0.35  0.60  51% 1.02 1.33 51% 1.51 2.09 46%  2.34 3.02
PA‐RM  93%  0.08  0.31  88% 0.15 0.48 82% 0.22 0.59 77%  0.32 0.77
PA‐RP  99%  0.01  0.07  98% 0.02 0.16 94% 0.01 0.30 91%  0.02 0.43
PA‐UM  100%  0.00  0.04  99% 0.01 0.10 96% ‐0.01 0.23 94%  ‐0.04 0.36
PA‐UP  100%  0.00  0.00  100% 0.00 0.06 95% ‐0.07 0.33 92%  ‐0.13 0.52




  5      8    10   
HR  M  SD    HR  M  SD  HR  M  SD 
SKMO‐N50  82%  ‐0.32  0.81  63% ‐1.22 2.12 51% ‐2.09 3.09
SKMO‐I50  78%  ‐0.21  0.95  63% ‐1.25 2.28 51% ‐2.28 3.27
SKMO‐N60  54%  ‐1.59  1.99  38% ‐3.35 3.38 27% ‐4.80 4.27
SKMO‐I60  53%  ‐1.66  1.99  36% ‐3.56 3.37 25% ‐5.11 4.23
PVE  0% 11.66  6.64  0% 17.10 9.79 0% 20.28 11.73
BCS  20%  6.03  8.37  12% 7.08 10.95 9% 7.33 11.99
CNG  1%  ‐0.34  1.59  1% ‐3.05 2.87 1% ‐4.54 3.73
KG  40%  3.21  3.95  31% 6.09 6.81 26% 8.12 8.71
PA‐RM  71%  0.44  0.94  60% 0.78 1.50 55% 1.00 1.84
PA‐RP  86%  0.04  0.58  74% 0.06 1.12 67% 0.08 1.56
PA‐UM  91%  ‐0.08  0.51  82% ‐0.28 1.13 76% ‐0.50 1.65
PA‐UP  89%  ‐0.22  0.75  80% ‐0.58 1.55 75% ‐0.89 2.15
























1 2 3 4 5 8 10
Actual Number of Factors












1 2 3 4 5 8 10
Actual Number of Factors

























































3:1    5:1 8:1   10:1
HR  M  SD    HR M SD HR M SD   HR  M  SD
SKMO‐N50  60%  ‐1.26  2.23    81% ‐0.50 1.57 83% ‐0.35 1.52   82%  ‐0.40 1.60
SKMO‐I50  63%  ‐0.97  2.44    70% ‐0.33 1.90 74% ‐0.30 1.79   75%  ‐0.39 1.85
SKMO‐N60  27%  ‐3.84  3.31    58% ‐1.73 2.86 70% ‐1.20 2.50   71%  ‐1.19 2.49
SKMO‐I60  28%  ‐3.90  3.34    57% ‐1.86 2.94 68% ‐1.31 2.57   68%  ‐1.29 2.56
PVE  0%  4.37  2.09    0% 8.78 4.59 0% 13.84 8.36   0%  17.50 10.51
BCS  14%  1.61  3.79    19% 4.94 6.65 25% 6.81 9.25   27%  7.71 10.25
CNG  12%  ‐1.54  3.09    10% ‐1.43 3.05 9% ‐1.36 3.04   9%  ‐1.34 3.03
KG  64%  0.52  0.83    43% 2.08 2.69 38% 4.32 5.58   32%  6.22 7.61
PA‐RM  60%  0.56  1.35    68% 0.61 1.31 79% 0.41 1.06   82%  0.33 0.89
PA‐RP  72%  ‐0.20  1.44    84% 0.09 0.77 90% 0.10 0.51   92%  0.09 0.42
PA‐UM  72%  ‐0.63  1.61    90% ‐0.10 0.71 96% 0.00 0.33   97%  0.02 0.25
PA‐UP  66%  ‐1.11  2.11    89% ‐0.25 0.99 97% ‐0.05 0.43   98%  ‐0.02 0.29
















3:1 5:1 8:1 10:1
Variable‐to‐Factor Ratio




























3:1 5:1 8:1 10:1
Variable‐to‐Factor Ratio
















































Low    Wide High
HR  M  SD    HR M SD HR M SD 
SKMO‐N50  53%  ‐1.57  2.63  85% ‐0.20 0.86 96% 0.03 0.27 
SKMO‐I50  49%  ‐1.46  2.88  78% ‐0.11 1.28 86% 0.17 0.65 
SKMO‐N60  24%  ‐3.77  3.37  62% ‐1.63 2.74 91% ‐0.16 0.72 
SKMO‐I60  23%  ‐3.83  3.36  59% ‐1.80 2.86 90% ‐0.24 1.01 
PVE  0%  14.95  10.53  0% 11.82 8.37 0% 8.49 6.15 
BCS  55%  ‐1.09  1.81  0% 12.89 9.92 11% 4.92 3.90 
CNG  12%  ‐1.60  3.07  11% ‐1.39 3.04 8% ‐1.26 3.04 
KG  10%  6.72  7.14  27% 3.66 4.59 91% 0.28 1.15 
PA‐RM  47%  0.97  1.66  74% 0.42 0.86 100% 0.00 0.05 
PA‐RP  68%  ‐0.01  1.36  89% 0.13 0.46 100% 0.00 0.01 
PA‐UM  78%  ‐0.28  1.28  94% ‐0.13 0.71 99% ‐0.03 0.25 
PA‐UP  77%  ‐0.64  1.69  92% ‐0.22 0.97 98% ‐0.04 0.36 























































































250    500 750
HR  M  SD    HR M SD HR M SD 
SKMO‐N50  67%  ‐1.12  2.47  81% ‐0.42 1.34 86% ‐0.20 0.92 
SKMO‐I50  60%  ‐1.18  2.70  75% ‐0.27 1.61 78% 0.04 1.10 
SKMO‐N60  47%  ‐2.41  3.18  61% ‐1.70 2.86 68% ‐1.45 2.69 
SKMO‐I60  44%  ‐2.61  3.25  60% ‐1.77 2.89 67% ‐1.49 2.72 
PVE  0%  10.66  7.59  0% 12.02 9.14 0% 12.59 9.83 
BCS  21%  1.93  4.33  20% 6.10 7.84 25% 8.69 10.58 
CNG  11%  ‐1.55  3.05  10% ‐1.37 3.05 9% ‐1.32 3.05 
KG  32%  4.37  6.02  44% 3.42 5.55 52% 2.87 5.07 
PA‐RM  67%  0.59  1.45  74% 0.48 1.09 79% 0.33 0.81 
PA‐RP  81%  ‐0.07  1.13  86% 0.09 0.74 90% 0.09 0.48 
PA‐UM  82%  ‐0.24  1.15  92% ‐0.12 0.77 96% ‐0.08 0.56 
PA‐UP  81%  ‐0.52  1.53  91% ‐0.23 1.03 95% ‐0.14 0.80 



















































































.00    .20 .40
HR  M  SD    HR M SD HR M SD 
SKMO‐N50  83%  ‐0.40  1.55  78% ‐0.53 1.66 72% ‐0.81 1.99 
SKMO‐I50  75%  ‐0.30  1.77  71% ‐0.40 1.90 67% ‐0.70 2.25 
SKMO‐N60  65%  ‐1.68  2.96  60% ‐1.80 2.93 51% ‐2.07 2.93 
SKMO‐I60  63%  ‐1.79  3.01  59% ‐1.91 2.99 50% ‐2.17 2.97 
PVE  0%  11.78  8.95  0% 11.76 8.94 0% 11.73 8.93 
BCS  26%  5.73  8.37  23% 5.62 8.43 18% 5.37 8.62 
CNG  1%  0.92  1.29  9% ‐2.17 3.31 20% ‐3.00 2.61 
KG  42%  3.60  5.62  42% 3.58 5.61 44% 3.48 5.56 
PA‐RM  73%  0.54  1.21  73% 0.50 1.13 73% 0.36 1.10 
PA‐RP  87%  0.15  0.62  86% 0.09 0.68 84% ‐0.13 1.09 
PA‐UM  94%  0.04  0.34  93% ‐0.04 0.47 83% ‐0.44 1.33 
PA‐UP  96%  ‐0.05  0.51  92% ‐0.16 0.76 79% ‐0.70 1.74 












































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































define base_dir () !quote('<DIR_NAME>') !enddefine. 
set miterate=1000000000 mxloops=1000000000 rng=mt mtindex=random. 
insert file = base_dir + 'MC.sps'. 
 
Load_Procs 
SKMO_N50 SKMO_I50 SKMO_N60 SKMO_I60 
PVE CNG BCS KG 




nof =   [1 2 3 4 5 8 10] 
vfr =   [3 5 8 10] 
pmi =   [(.3,.5) (.6,.8) (.3,.8)] 
ssize = [250 500 750] 
ifc =   [0 .2 .4] 
reps =  100 
cmd =   <CMD_NAME> 





* GENERATE DATASETS MACRO                                               . 
*-----------------------------------------------------------------------. 
define Generate_Datasets ( 
    nof=!tokens(1)/vfr=!tokens(1)/pmi=!enclose('[',']') 
    /ifc=!tokens(1)/ssize=!tokens(1)/reps=!tokens(1) 
) 
!let !base_dir = !unquote(!eval(base_dir)) 
!let !minpat = !head(!pmi) 
!if (!tail(!pmi) = !null) !then 
  !let !maxpat = !minpat 
!else 
  !let !maxpat = !eval(!tail(!pmi)) 
!ifend 
!let !p = !null 
!do !i = 1 !to !nof 
  !let !p = !concat(!p, !blank(!vfr)) 
!doend 
!let !p = !length(!p) 
!let !cols = !length(!concat(!blanks(!nof), !blanks(!p))) 
!let !params = !concat(!nof, '_', !vfr, '_', !minpat, '_', !maxpat, '_', 
  !ifc, '_', !ssize, '_', !reps) 
 
input program. 
loop #j = 1 to !reps*!ssize. 
+  vector factor(!cols, f8.6). 
+  loop #i = 1 to !cols. 
+  +  compute factor(#i) = rv.normal(0,1). 
+  end loop. 
+  end case. 
end loop. 
end file. 
end input program. 
save outfile = !quote(!concat(!base_dir, 'Data\_random.sav')). 
 
matrix. 
compute pattern = {!maxpat}. 
loop #i = 1 to (!vfr – 1). 
  Compute pattern = {pattern; !maxpat - #i*(!maxpat - !minpat)/(!vfr – 1)}. 
end loop. 
compute Beta = pattern. 
loop #j = 1 to (!nof – 1). 
  Compute Beta = block(Beta, pattern). 
end loop. 
compute Phi = make(!nof, !nof, !ifc). 
call setdiag(Phi, 1). 
compute Psi = sqrt(ident(!p) – mdiag(diag(Beta*Phi*T(Beta)))). 
compute Rho_star = Beta*Phi*T(Beta). 
call eigen(Rho_star, V, d). 
compute Alpha = {V*mdiag(sqrt(d))}(:,1:!nof). 
get random /file = !quote(!concat(!base_dir, 'Data\_random.sav')). 
compute X = random(:,1:!nof). 
compute Y = random(:,(!nof+1):(!nof+!p)). 
compute Z = X*T(Alpha) + Y*Psi. 
 134 
compute R_aug = make(!reps*!p, !p, -1). 
loop #s = 1 to !reps. 
  compute #Z = Z(((#s – 1)*!ssize + 1):(#s*!ssize),:). 
  compute #CSSCP = T(#Z)*#Z – (1/!ssize)*T(csum(#Z))*csum(#Z). 
  compute #invRCSS = inv(sqrt(mdiag(diag(#CSSCP)))). 
  compute #R = #invRCSS*#CSSCP*#invRCSS. 
  compute #R = (10**-8)*rnd((10**8)*#R). 
  compute R_aug(((#s-1)*!p+1):(#s*!p),:) = #R. 
end loop. 
save R_aug 
  /outfile = !quote(!concat(!base_dir, 'Data\CORR_', !params, '.sav')) 







* PROCESS DATASETS MACRO                                                . 
*-----------------------------------------------------------------------. 
define Process_Datasets ( 
     nof=!tokens(1)/vfr=!tokens(1)/pmi=!enclose('[',']') 
    /ifc=!tokens(1)/ssize=!tokens(1)/reps=!tokens(1) 
    /proc=!tokens(1) 
) 
!let !minpat = !head(!pmi) 
!if (!tail(!pmi) = !null) !then 
  !let !maxpat = !minpat 
!else 
  !let !maxpat = !eval(!tail(!pmi)) 
!ifend 
 
!let !params = !concat(!nof, '_', !vfr, '_', !minpat, '_', !maxpat, '_', 
  !ifc, '_', !ssize, '_', !reps) 
!let !data_file = !concat(!unquote(!eval(base_dir)), 'Data\CORR_', !params, 
  '.sav') 
!let !results_file = !quote(!concat(!unquote(!eval(base_dir)), 'Results\', 
  !proc, '.sav')) 
 
matrix. 
get R_aug /file = !quote(!data_file). 
compute p = ncol(R_aug). 
compute n = !ssize. 
compute results = make(!reps, 8, -1). 
 
loop #s = 1 to !reps. 
  compute R = R_aug(((#s-1)*p+1):(#s*p),:). 
  !concat('Run_', !proc). 





  /outfile = !quote(!concat(!unquote(!eval(base_dir)), 'Results\_temp.sav')) 




get file = !results_file. 
add files file = !results_file /file = 
  !quote(!concat(!unquote(!eval(base_dir)), 'Results\_temp.sav')). 






* LOAD PROCEDURES MACRO                                                 . 
*-----------------------------------------------------------------------. 
define Load_Procs (!positional !cmdend) 
!do !proc !in (!1) 
  insert file = !quote(!concat(!unquote(!eval(base_dir)), 'Procedures\', 






* COMMAND MACRO                                                         . 
*-----------------------------------------------------------------------. 
define Monte_Carlo ( 
   nof=!enclose('[',']')/vfr=!enclose('[',']')/pmi=!enclose('[',']') 
  /ifc=!enclose('[',']')/ssize=!enclose('[',']')/reps=!tokens(1) 
  /proc=!tokens(1)/cmd=!tokens(1) 
) 
!let !pat = !null 
!do !str !in (!pmi) 
  !if (!str='(') !then 
    !let !pat = !concat(!pat, "'") 
  !else 
    !if (!str=')') !then 
      !let !pat = !concat(!pat, "'", !blanks(1)) 
    !else 
      !if ((!str=',') !or (!str=';')) !then 
        !let !pat = !concat(!pat, !blanks(1)) 
      !else 
        !let !pat = !concat(!pat, !str) 
      !ifend 
    !ifend 
  !ifend 
!doend 
 
!if (!cmd='pro') !then 
  new file. 
  input program. 
    numeric s nof (f5.0) /vfr (f4.2) /ssize (f5.0) 
      /b_min b_max ifc (f3.2) /!proc (f3.0). 
    end file. 
  end input program. 
  execute. 
  save outfile = !quote(!concat(!unquote(!eval(base_dir)), 
    'Results\',!proc,'.sav')). 
!ifend 
 
!let !hash = !blanks(1) 
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!do !a !in (!nof) 
  !do !b !in (!vfr) 
    !do !c !in (!pat) 
      !do !d !in (!ifc) 
        !do !e !in (!ssize) 
          !let !params = !concat('nof=',!a,' vfr=',!b,' 
            pmi=[',!unquote(!c),']',' ifc=',!d,' ssize=',!e,' reps=',!reps) 
          echo !quote(!params). 
          echo !quote(!blanks(1)). 
          echo !quote(!concat('COUNT: ', !length(!hash))). 
          !let !hash = !concat(!hash, !blanks(1)) 
          !if (!cmd='gen') !then 
            Generate_Datasets !params 
          !ifend 
          !if (!cmd='pro') !then 
            Process_Datasets !params proc=!proc 
          !ifend 
          script base_dir + 'Clear_Viewer.wwd'. 
        !doend 
      !doend 
    !doend 







Dim objOutputDoc As IspssOutputDoc 







define Run_SKMO_N50 () 
* SETTINGS ========================. 
* - CUTOFF CRITERION. 
compute crit = .50. 
* =================================. 
 
* ANTI-IMAGE CORRELATION MATRIX (Q). 
compute W = sqrt(inv(mdiag(diag(inv(R))))). 
compute Q = W*inv(R)*W. 
 
* KAISER-MEYER-OLKIN (KMO). 
compute sum_qSqr = trace(Q*Q) - p. 
compute sum_rSqr = trace(R*R) - p. 
compute KMO = sum_rSqr/(sum_rSqr + sum_qSqr). 
compute K = {KMO}. 
 
* COMMUNALITY ESTIMATION (SMCs). 
compute SMC = 1 - (1/diag(inv(R))). 
 
loop #t = 1 to trunc(p/2). 
 
* REDUCED CORR MATRIX. 
+  compute Rred = R. 
+  call setdiag(Rred,SMC). 
+  call eigen(Rred,V,d). 
+  compute V = V(:,1:#t). 
+  do if (#t > 1). 
+  +  compute D = abs(mdiag(d(1:#t))). 
+  else. 
+  +  compute D = abs(d(1)). 
+  end if. 
+  compute A = V*sqrt(D). 
+  compute Rrep = A*T(A). 
 
* PARTIAL (RESIDUALIZED) CORRELATION MATRIX (Rt). 
+  compute COVres = R - A*T(A). 
+  compute invSDres = mdiag(1/sqrt(diag(COVres))). 
+  compute Rt = invSDres*COVres*invSDres. 
 
* SEQUENTIAL KMO (Kt). 
+  compute Wt = sqrt(inv(mdiag(diag(inv(Rt))))). 
+  compute Qt = Wt*inv(Rt)*Wt. 
+  compute sum_qSqr = trace(Qt**2)-p. 
+  compute sum_rSqr = trace(Rt**2)-p. 
+  compute Kt = sum_rSqr/(sum_rSqr+sum_qSqr). 




loop #j = 1 to trunc(p/2). 
+  compute SKMO_N50 = #j-1. 








define Run_SKMO_N60 () 
* SETTINGS ========================. 
* - CUTOFF CRITERION. 
compute crit = .60. 
* =================================. 
ڭ 





define Run_SKMO_I50 () 
* SETTINGS ========================. 
* - MAXIMUM NUMBER OF ITERATIONS. 
compute max_iter = 25. 
* - CONVERGENCE CRITERION. 
compute conv = .001. 
* - CUTOFF CRITERION. 
compute crit = .50. 
* =================================. 
 
* ANTI-IMAGE CORRELATION MATRIX (Q). 
compute W = inv(mdiag(diag(inv(R))))&**.5. 
compute Q = W*inv(R)*W. 
 
* KAISER-MEYER-OLKIN (KMO). 
compute sum_qSqr = trace(Q*Q) - p. 
compute sum_rSqr = trace(R*R) - p. 
compute KMO = sum_rSqr/(sum_rSqr + sum_qSqr). 
compute K = {KMO}. 
 
* INITIAL COMMUNALITY ESTIMATION (SMCs). 
compute SMC = 1 - (1/diag(inv(R))). 
 
loop #t = 1 to trunc(p/2). 
 
* INITIAL REDUCED CORR. MATRIX. 
+  compute Rred = R. 
+  call setdiag(Rred,SMC). 
+  call eigen(Rred,V,d). 
+  compute V = V(:,1:#t). 
+  do if (#t > 1). 
+  +  compute D = abs(mdiag(d(1:#t))). 
+  else. 
+  +  compute D = abs(d(1)). 
+  end if. 
+  compute A = V*sqrt(D). 
+  compute Rrep = A*T(A). 
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* ITERATION BY REFACTORING. 
+  loop #i = 2 to max_iter. 
+    compute h = diag(Rrep). 
+    call setdiag(Rred, h). 
+    call eigen(Rred,V,d). 
+    compute V = V(:,1:#t). 
+    do if (#t > 1). 
+      compute D = abs(mdiag(d(1:#t))). 
+    else. 
+      compute D = abs(d(1)). 
+    end if. 
+    compute A = V*sqrt(D). 
+    compute Rrep = A*T(A). 
+    compute maxdiff = cmax(abs(diag(Rred-Rrep))). 
+  end loop if (maxdiff<=conv). 
 
* PARTIAL (RESIDUALIZED) CORRELATION MATRIX (Rt). 
+  compute COVres = R - A*T(A). 
+  compute invSDres = mdiag(1/sqrt(abs(diag(COVres)))). 
+  compute Rt = invSDres*COVres*invSDres. 
 
* SEQUENTIAL KMO (Kt). 
+  compute Wt = sqrt(abs(inv(mdiag(diag(inv(Rt)))))). 
+  compute Qt = Wt*inv(Rt)*Wt. 
+  compute sum_qSqr = trace(Qt**2)-p. 
+  compute sum_rSqr = trace(Rt**2)-p. 
+  compute Kt = sum_rSqr/(sum_rSqr+sum_qSqr). 




loop #j = 1 to trunc(p/2). 
+  compute SKMO_I50 = #j-1. 







define Run_SKMO_I60 () 
* SETTINGS ========================. 
ڭ 
* - CUTOFF CRITERION. 
compute crit = .60. 
* =================================. 
ڭ 





define Run_PVE () 
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* SETTINGS ========================. 
compute crit = .75. 
* =================================. 
compute d = eval(R). 
compute Q = 0. 
loop #t = 1 to (p-1). 
+  compute Q = csum(d(1:#t,1))/p. 
+  compute PVE = #t. 




define Run_CNG () 
do if (p>=7). 
+  compute d = eval(R). 
+  compute diff = make((p-5),1,0). 
+  loop #t = 3 to (p-3). 
+  +  compute diff((#t-2)) = d(#t+3)-d(#t+1)-d(#t)+d(#t-2). 
+  end loop. 
+  compute CNG = 3. 
+  compute max_diff = diff(1). 
+  loop #t = 4 to (p-3). 
+  +  do if (diff((#t-2)) > max_diff). 
+  +    compute CNG = #t. 
+  +    compute max_diff = diff((#t-2)). 
+  +  end if. 
+  end loop. 
else. 





define Run_BCS () 
* SETTINGS ========================. 
compute NSL = .01. 
* =================================. 
compute d = eval(R). 
compute Qnum = det(R). 
compute Qden = (csum(d)/p)**p. 
compute Q = Qnum/Qden. 
compute K = 1 - n + (2*p + 5)/6. 
compute df = (p - 1)*(p + 2)/2. 
compute OSL = 1 - chicdf(K*ln(Q), df). 
compute BCS = 0. 
loop #t = 1 to p-2 if (OSL<NSL). 
+  compute BCS = #t. 
+  compute Qnum = Qnum/d(#t). 
+  compute Qden = (csum(d((#t+1):p))/(p-#t))**(p-#t). 
+  compute Q = Qnum/Qden. 
+  compute K = 1 - n + (2*p + 5)/6 + 2*#t/3. 
+  compute df = (p-#t-1)*(p-#t+2)/2. 






define Run_KG () 
compute d = eval(R). 
compute KG = 0. 
loop #t = 1 to p if (d(#t)>=1). 





define Run_PA_UM () 
* SETTINGS ========================. 
* - NUMBER OF PARALLEL DATASETS. 
compute reps = 50. 
* =================================. 
compute d_obs = eval(R). 
compute D_par = make(p,reps,-999). 
loop #k = 1 to reps. 
+  compute Z = uniform(n,p). 
+  compute COV = (1/(n-1))*(sscp(Z) - ((T(csum(Z))*csum(Z))/n)). 
+  compute SD = inv(mdiag(sqrt(diag(COV)))). 
+  compute D_par(:,#k) = eval(SD*COV*SD). 
end loop. 
compute d_crit = rsum(D_par)/reps. 
compute diff = d_obs - d_crit. 
loop #j = 1 to p. 
+  compute PA_UM = #j - 1. 




define Run_PA_UP () 
* SETTINGS ========================. 
* - NUMBER OF PARALLEL DATASETS. 
compute reps = 50. 
* - CRITERION PERCENT. 
compute pct = 95. 
* =================================. 
compute d_obs = eval(R). 
compute D_par = make(p,reps,-999). 
loop #k = 1 to reps. 
+  compute Z = uniform(n,p). 
+  compute COV = (1/(n-1))*(sscp(Z) - ((T(csum(Z))*csum(Z))/n)). 
+  compute SD = inv(mdiag(sqrt(diag(COV)))). 
+  compute D_par(:,#k) = eval(SD*COV*SD). 
end loop. 
compute order = make(p,reps,-1). 
compute D_ord = make(p,reps,-1). 
loop #i = 1 to p. 
+  compute order(#i,:) = grade(D_par(#i,:)). 
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end loop. 
loop #i = 1 to p. 
+  loop #j = 1 to reps. 
+  +  compute D_ord(#i,order(#i,#j)) = D_par(#i,#j). 
+  end loop. 
end loop. 
compute q = trunc(pct*reps/100). 
compute d_crit = make(p,1,-1). 
loop #i = 1 to p. 
+  do if (q=pct*reps/100). 
+  +  compute d_crit(#i) = .5*(D_ord(#i,q) + D_ord(#i,(q+1))). 
+  else. 
+  +  compute d_crit(#i) = D_ord(#i,(q+1)). 
+  end if. 
end loop. 
compute diff = d_obs - d_crit. 
loop #j = 1 to p. 
+  compute PA_UP = #j - 1. 




define Run_PA_RM () 
* SETTINGS ========================. 
* - NUMBER OF PARALLEL DATASETS. 
compute reps = 50. 
* =================================. 
compute SMC = 1 - (1 &/ diag(inv(R))). 
call setdiag(R,SMC). 
compute d_obs = eval(R). 
compute D_par = make(p,reps,-999). 
loop #k = 1 to reps. 
+  compute Z = uniform(n,p). 
+  compute CSSCP = sscp(Z) - ((T(csum(Z))*csum(Z))/n). 
+  compute RRCSS = inv(mdiag(sqrt(diag(CSSCP)))). 
+  compute Rstar = RRCSS*CSSCP*RRCSS. 
+  compute SMC = 1 - (1 &/ diag(inv(Rstar))). 
+  call setdiag(Rstar, SMC). 
+  compute D_par(:,#k) = eval(Rstar). 
end loop. 
compute d_crit = rsum(D_par)/reps. 
compute diff = d_obs - d_crit. 
loop #j = 1 to p. 
+  compute PA_RM = #j - 1. 




define Run_PA_RP () 
* SETTINGS ========================. 
* - NUMBER OF PARALLEL DATASETS. 
compute reps = 50. 
* - CRITERION PERCENT. 
compute pct = 95. 
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* =================================. 
compute SMC = 1 - (1 &/ diag(inv(R))). 
call setdiag(R,SMC). 
compute d_obs = eval(R). 
compute D_par = make(p,reps,-999). 
loop #k = 1 to reps. 
+  compute Z = uniform(n,p). 
+  compute CSSCP = sscp(Z) - ((T(csum(Z))*csum(Z))/n). 
+  compute invRCSS = inv(mdiag(sqrt(diag(CSSCP)))). 
+  compute Rstar = invRCSS*CSSCP*invRCSS. 
+  compute SMC = 1 - (1 &/ diag(inv(Rstar))). 
+  call setdiag(Rstar, SMC). 
+  compute D_par(:,#k) = eval(Rstar). 
end loop. 
compute order = make(p,reps,-1). 
compute D_ord = make(p,reps,-1). 
loop #i = 1 to p. 
+  compute order(#i,:) = grade(D_par(#i,:)). 
end loop. 
loop #i = 1 to p. 
+  loop #j = 1 to reps. 
+  +  compute D_ord(#i,order(#i,#j)) = D_par(#i,#j). 
+  end loop. 
end loop. 
compute q = trunc(pct*reps/100). 
compute d_crit = make(p,1,-1). 
loop #i = 1 to p. 
+  do if (q=pct*reps/100). 
+  +  compute d_crit(#i) = .5*(D_ord(#i,q) + D_ord(#i,(q+1))). 
+  else. 
+  +  compute d_crit(#i) = D_ord(#i,(q+1)). 
+  end if. 
end loop. 
compute diff = d_obs - d_crit. 
loop #j = 1 to p. 
+  compute PA_RP = #j - 1. 




define Run_MAP () 
call eigen (R, V, d). 
compute loadings = V*sqrt(mdiag(d)). 
compute Vt = make(p, 1, 0). 
compute Vt(1) = trace(R**2). 
loop #t = 1 to p-1. 
+ compute At = loadings(:,1:#t). 
+ compute partcov = R - (At * T(At)). 
+ compute sd = mdiag(1/(sqrt(diag(partcov)))). 
+ compute Rt = sd*partcov*sd. 
+ compute Vt(#t+1) = trace(Rt**2). 
end loop. 
compute gmin = mmin(Vt). 
loop #j = 1 to p-1. 
+  compute MAP = #j - 1. 
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end loop if (Vt(#j)=gmin). 
!enddefine. 
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